The cybersecurity talent crisis is growing.

With more than three and a half million open cyber roles, it’s clear: current recruiting approaches aren’t meeting critical demand.

And while talent is everywhere, onboarding opportunities are limited.

What if we could develop a diverse pool of talent with proven cyber skills and match open roles to qualified candidates, all while reducing bias and streamlining the hiring process?

Cyber Million will do just that.

With the goal of filling more than one million cyber jobs in the next decade, Cyber Million helps employment partners like Accenture recruit entry-level candidates who demonstrate provable cyber skills on the Immersive Labs platform.

Cyber Million will reduce barriers to entry for job seekers, revolutionizing how organizations hire for cyber roles globally by focusing on real-world skills and aptitude.

Visit www.immersivelabs.com/cybermillion to learn more today.

Your next employee is waiting.